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Abstract
Two problems in modelling sensor networks are: how to scale up speciﬁcation and analysis techniques to
larger models, and how to ﬂexibly monitor their behavior. Guided by three obvious principles, and exploiting
features of Maude, a high-level, modular approach is used to construct a framework for the speciﬁcation of
sensor networks that structures computations and states so as to ﬂexibly monitor a model of the network,
reduce the size of the state, and very signiﬁcantly reduce the execution times of various analysis methods.
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1 Introduction
Formal methods can be useful in ensuring the correctness of complex systems. Yet
a continuing research problem is how to scale up the applicability of these methods
to larger models. Further spurring this quest is the need for research on sensor net-
works, which are very large-scale. Formal methods that would support this research
must integrate speciﬁcation and analysis of correctness with ﬂexible monitoring of
relevant metrics, as well as ameliorate the scalability problem. Maude [1][2]is an
executable, formal speciﬁcation language that implements rewriting logic[6], a pow-
erful logic of concurrent change, and supports a range of formal methods. The
approach taken here to accommodate the demands of modelling a sensor network is
to signiﬁcantly and jointly improve the eﬃciency and ﬂexibility of the formal spec-
iﬁcation of the network. It exploits features of Maude, and guided by some obvious
principles, structures states and computations so as to ﬂexibly monitor a model of
a system, eﬀectively reduce the size of the state, and very signiﬁcantly reduce the
execution times of various analysis methods.
A sensor network consists of hundreds or thousands of battery-operated devices
that communicate wirelessly, and are capable of limited computation and sensing.
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Being very diﬀerent from a wired network, and a small wireless network, it makes
possible new commercial, military and scientiﬁc applications, but much research is
needed for the notional sensor network to be realized. In the network community
most research depends on simulations, in which some of the possible behaviors of
the system are explored. Maude is an executable speciﬁcation language that sup-
ports a range of increasingly stronger formal methods: speciﬁcation; simulation, by
execution of the speciﬁcation; searching of the state space, for reachability analy-
sis; and model checking. The search and model-checking methods may examine all
behaviors of models that are not too large, or otherwise a smaller subset limited
by some constraints on the behaviors. These methods can be used individually
and in combination to illuminate the behaviors of complex systems. This paper is
concerned with scaling up the applicability of these methods. Both methods in-
volve searching the state space of the model. The usual approach to address the
scalability problem is to attack the state-space explosion problem. By contrast, the
treatment presented here, while constraining the size of the state space, concen-
trates on signiﬁcantly improving the eﬃciency of the model, which carries over to
the eﬃciency of these formal methods.
The eﬃcient model is constructed adhering to the essential distinction Maude
makes in expressing determinism and nondeterminism, and exploiting some features
of Maude guided by some obvious principles. A Maude speciﬁcation corresponds
to a rewrite theory in rewriting logic, which expresses the concurrent transitions of
the system by a set of rewrite rules R, and the deterministic computations by a set
of equations E. The rewrite rules R are rewritten modulo the equations E, which
means that only the rules contribute to the size of the state space. The ﬁrst obvious
principle then is If a feature is deterministic, do not treat it as nondeterministic. For
each kind of rewrite — with rules, and with equations — Maude oﬀers a mechanism
to control which part of the state is subject to rewrites. These mechanisms make it
possible to abide by this other principle If a part of a state cannot be rewritten, do
not try. These two principles guide the most fundamental decisions in the design of
the model. It is a high-level approach that leads to eﬃciency.
The model of a sensor network can be described by the following epitome:
sensor network model
= message transmission(nondeterministic)
+ performance monitoring(deterministic)
Due to the strict limitations of the nodes constituting a sensor network, its model
must monitor relevant performance metrics of the network, since they will determine
the viability of the design or protocol of the network. A good model of the network
provides ﬂexible monitoring, as well as eﬃcient execution. The principles introduced
above guide the construction of such a model.
optimized sensor network model
= n〉〉all concurrent message transmissions〈〈n
 d〉〉performance monitoring〈〈d
Its computations allow the observation of the state after each concurrent step, which
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is a maximal subcomputation of concurrent message transmissions. This pattern
not only aﬀords ﬂexibility in monitoring, but provides an opportunity for improved
eﬃciency. The size of the state is eﬀectively reduced at each concurrent step to ﬁt the
concurrent transitions, and after each concurrent step to optimize the deterministic
observation of the state.
Two reasons justify the use of time in constructing this optimized model of a
sensor network. First, time is a signiﬁcant parameter in a sensor network. Since
nodes have limited power, network lifetime is an important criterion in evaluating
diﬀerent network designs, as are various latency measures. Second, time serves
to identify concurrent transitions. Each transition occurs at some given time. So
transitions are concurrent if they occur at the same time. The optimized model
of a sensor network described above is therefore most appropriately speciﬁed in
an extension of Maude that supports the speciﬁcation and analysis of real-time
systems, Real-Time Maude [11].
This model, which is quite general, can be optimized further for some applica-
tions by observing a third principle: If a smaller size of the state suﬃces, have it
not larger. This guidance can be applied in two circumstances. First, the wireless
nature of communication means that many protocols induce propagation of mes-
sages. At diﬀerent times the transmissions comprising a propagation are localized in
diﬀerent areas. It may be appropriate to represent a node outside the localized area
of activity with a smaller state than one that is active. This is an opportunity to
temporarily actually reduce the size of the network state. Second, in some protocols
the participation of a node at some point comes to an end. It may be possible from
then on to represent the network without that node. An example will illustrate
these cases. Experiments show the eﬀects of these further optimizations, with the
fullest optimizations improving execution times up to two orders of magnitude.
2 Maude
Maude [1][2] is an executable language based on rewriting logic [6], a logic of con-
current change. In rewriting logic, a concurrent system is speciﬁed by a rewrite
theory R = (Σ, E, φ,R), where (Σ, E) is a membership equational theory, with
the signature Σ specifying kinds, sorts, and operations; E is a set of equations on
Σ-terms; R is a set of labelled conditional rewrite rules,
l : t −→ t′ if cond
and φ is a function that speciﬁes for each operation the set of argument positions
on which rewriting with rules is precluded.
A rewrite theory corresponds to a system module in Maude. For system modules
that satisfy some admissibility requirements [2], rewriting with rules is performed
modulo the equations of the module. Thus, only rules contribute to the size of the
state space.
This Core Maude is extended, in the language Full Maude, to support a module
algebra and a declarative form of object orientation. An object-oriented system is
represented by a term of sort Configuration, which has subsorts Object and Msg.
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A conﬁguration is a multiset of objects and messages, which is constructed with the
juxtaposition operator. It is represented by a term of the following form:
M1 . . .Mm 〈O1 : C1|atts1〉 . . . 〈On : Cn|attsn〉.
The Ms are messages, and the other terms give the states of objects named Oi of
class Ci, with the values of their attributes given in atts i, for i = 1, . . . , n.
The transitions a conﬁguration may take are speciﬁed by rules of the following
general form:
r : M1 . . .Mm 〈O1 : C1|atts1〉 . . . 〈On : Cn|attsn〉
→ 〈Oi1 : C
′
i1
|atts ′i1〉 . . . 〈Oin : C
′
in
|atts ′in〉
〈Q1 : D1|atts
′′
1〉 . . . 〈Qp : Dp|atts
′′
p〉 M
′
1 . . .M
′
q
if cond .
If the condition cond holds, the messages M are consumed; some of the original
objects O persist with new states and possibly new classes C ′, and new objects
Q and messages M ′ emerge. Full Maude supports the convention that a rule or
equation need not mention attributes of an object that are irrelevant.
Another extension of Maude supports the speciﬁcation of real-time and hybrid
systems. Real-Time Maude extends Full Maude with sorts and rules to model time.
A real-time speciﬁcation includes a speciﬁcation of a sort Time for the time domain,
and models the elapse of time with tick rules [11], which have the form:
crl {t} −→ {t′} in time u if cond .
This rule represents global transitions in which, if the condition cond is satisﬁed,
the advance of time by u, of sort Time, transforms state t — the state of the entire
system, which is signiﬁed by the curly brackets — into state t′.
In [11][9], O¨lveczky and Meseguer introduce a scheme to model time for complex
systems. It describes tick rules in terms of two functions:
crl {t} −→ {delta(t, u)} in time u if u ≤ mte(t) and cond ′ .
Function mte deﬁnes the maximum time elapse that will ensure time constraints;
and function delta deﬁnes the eﬀect of the elapse of time on the state of the system.
op mte : Configuration -> TimeInf [frozen (1)] .
op delta : Configuration Time -> Configuration [frozen (1)] .
As long as the value of mte is 0, time may not advance. On the other hand, when
there is no constraint on the elapse of time the value of mte is inﬁnity, INF, which
is included in the sort TimeInf that extends Time with INF.
Each language in this family — Core Maude, Full Maude, and Real-Time Maude
— supports a spectrum of techniques for the analysis of speciﬁcations: symbolic
simulation, search of the state space, and model checking. In Real-Time Maude,
these techniques exploit time to limit the size of the reachable state space.
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3 Example
The sample protocol introduced here is used to illustrate a few ideas on modelling
sensor networks, and to subject it to experimentation with the proposed techniques.
It is intended to be simple, yet appropriate and relevant, for the purposes of this
work. This choice is ﬂooding. It is used to show how to model wireless communica-
tion, and support the collection of metrics. The proposed techniques do not depend
on the particulars of how this is done. What is exploited is that a single transmission
aﬀects a small subset of nodes, and what is accommodated is the opportunity to
observe the state at well deﬁned and convenient points in the computation. Thus, as
presented here, the ﬂooding example addresses two considerations that are common
to any sensor network protocol.
The techniques being proposed to improve the eﬃciency of the network model
are quite opportunistic. Flooding, though a most simple protocol, is among the
protocols least amenable to these techniques. A sensor network is a large collection
of nodes covering a sensing ﬁeld, with a few observers to receive data triggered by
some events, or initiate queries. Consider a sensor network of n nodes, and suppose
an observer is interested in some event in the northeast quadrant — comprised, say
of n/4 nodes. A protocol that would deliver the required data would propagate
messages mainly through that quadrant. Much of the rest of the network would be
entirely uninvolved in this process. The proposed techniques take this opportunity
to treat the network more like one of n/4 nodes than of n nodes. By contrast,
ﬂooding seeks to propagate a message to all n nodes. If the opportunities found in
ﬂooding make a diﬀerence, the techniques should be useful for other protocols.
Flooding underlies many sophisticated protocols for sensor networks [4]. For
example, it is used for exploration in directed diﬀusion [5], for issuing “sleep” and
“wake up” commands, and for multihop time synchronization [3]. Thus, for this
work, the example of ﬂooding seems appropriate.
A wireless network constrains the communication to be local: a message trans-
mitted by a node T reaches all nodes within its communication range — its neighbors
— and no other. This is speciﬁed as follows:
class WirelessNode .
crl [transmit] : T neNs => T ~~> neNs
if T ready-to-transmit and neNs the-neighbors-of T .
crl [transmit-to-none] : T => T ~~> none
if T ready-to-transmit and none the-neighbors-of T .
This speciﬁcation reﬂects one basic decision: there are only objects in the conﬁgura-
tion. This is to restrain the size of the conﬁguration. The messages exchanged in the
application are represented within the model of the transmitter, and the model of a
neighbor. At this point, no restriction has been imposed on what constitutes a mes-
sage; here it is entirely hidden and general. Diﬀerent subclasses of WirelessNode
can deﬁne a message in diﬀerent ways. Diﬀerent corresponding deﬁnitions of the
operation ~~> would deﬁne the transmission of a message by specifying the changes
it eﬀects in the state of the transmitter and the states of its neighbors. This is a gen-
eral speciﬁcation that captures the wireless nature of the communication between
nodes.
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In pure ﬂooding each node retransmits any message it receives. A class
FloodingNode speciﬁes nodes of a sensor network that are engaged in pure ﬂooding.
class FloodingNode |
neighbors : NzNatSet, clock : Time,
messages : MessageQueue, heard : Nat .
*** others to support collection of metrics
subclass FloodingNode < WirelessNode .
This example assumes no mobility, a usual case for sensor networks. Objects mod-
elling the nodes have indexed identiﬁers, so the attribute neighbors is a set of
indices. A wireless node receives a message when it hears a single message. It
hears a message when any neighbor transmits. If a node hears more than one mes-
sage at the same time, the messages interfere or collide, and the node receives no
message. The attribute heard tracks the number of messages the node hears at
the current time, which is the value of the attribute clock. A single queue, the
attribute messages, holds messages received, and messages to be transmitted. As a
message is received, and enqueued, it is assigned a processing time. When this has
elapsed, the node transmits the message. To determine whether a node has received
a message, all concurrent transmissions must be taken into account. Section 4 de-
scribes how to ensure this, while Section 5 introduces the remaining attributes of
FloodingNode, which are needed to support the collection of metrics.
Pure ﬂooding in a dense, wireless network results in a high rate of collisions, and
too much redundancy [7]. Random delays in retransmissions allay the ﬁrst problem.
A limit on the number of retransmissions alleviates the second. A count-based
scheme that incorporates these measures can be speciﬁed for CB-FloodingNodes.
class CB-FloodingNode | received : Nat .
subclass CB-FloodingNode < FloodingNode .
A node that receives, retransmits. When a #received-limit is reached, the node
no longer will receive. So its participation in the protocol ends. Section 7 describes
how to reduce the size of the state by removing these nodes.
4 Cycle of Rewrites
A model of a sensor network must not only specify the activity of the network, but
also observe it. From this initial decision, two principles guide the construction of a
speciﬁcation that is eﬃcient in execution and ﬂexible in monitoring the performance
of the network. The ﬁrst turns an essential distinction in Maude into guidance: If
a feature is deterministic, do not treat it as nondeterministic. Nondeterministic
computation is described with rewrite rules, while deterministic computation is de-
scribed with equations. Only rules contribute to the size of the state space. This
principle ensures that the state space is no larger than it need be. The second
principle optimizes the eﬃciency of execution: If a part of a state cannot be rewrit-
ten, do not try. This can be accomplished by exploiting mechanisms that Maude
provides to control rewriting. These principles structure computation and state.
They determine a cycle of rewrites that is the framework of the speciﬁcation and
orchestrates changes in the representation of the state to achieve the dual goal of
eﬃcient execution and ﬂexible monitoring.
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Activity changes state; observation, does not. Though observations can be made
between any state changes, some structure provides reasonable ﬂexibility in moni-
toring, and can be exploited to improve eﬃciency. The activity of the network is
accomplished by the nodes through the exchange of messages. Instead of allowing
observations after every message transmission, the opportunity to observe the state
comes after all concurrent message transmissions have occurred. Observation is
allowed only after such a “concurrent step”.
This structure induces a cycle of rewrites. Various nodes may transmit messages
concurrently; which, in general, makes the behavior of the network nondeterministic.
While equations may add convenience, conciseness or eﬃciency to the speciﬁcation
of the concurrent step, the essential nondeterminism of this step should be described
with rewrite rules. On the other hand, the observation of a state should determine
a single view of the state. It should be a deterministic computation, which must be
described exclusively by equations. The observation-after-concurrent-step pattern
induces a cycle of rewrites, where rewrites with the rules and equations that eﬀect
the concurrent step are followed by rewrites with equations to observe the state.
This state has two parts. There is a part that models the activity of the network,
in which each node is naturally represented by an object, and each object-node is
able to transmit messages. There is also a part that holds the observations and
the metrics derived from them. These are global properties of the network, so
they should not be part of the state of any individual node-object. They too are
represented by objects, metrics-objects, which do not send or receive messages.
The cycle of rewrites imposes some constraints on these parts during state tran-
sitions. During a concurrent step only the state of node-objects may change. In
turn, during an observation only the state of the metrics-objects may change. The
second principle advises that when a part of the state cannot change, there should
not be even a failed attempt to change it.
Maude provides mechanisms to control rewrites with rules and rewrites with
equations, which make this possible. (See [2] for details.) For each, the declaration
of an operator may specify argument positions in which that kind of rewrite is
precluded — with the attribute frozen to prevent rewrites with rules, and the
attribute strat to prevent rewrites with equations. Any term with that operator
at the top would have its subterms at those positions unchanged by rewrites of that
kind. In the case the subterms have no redexes, the proscription has no eﬀect on the
result of rewriting the term, but it improves the rewriting performance by reducing
the search space explored. Therefore, so that there be no failed attempts to rewrite
a part of the state that remains unchanged, the state should have structure. This is
deﬁned by an operator with two arguments, whose declaration precludes rewriting
on the part of the state that should remain unchanged.
Since a part of the state that remains unchanged in one part of the cycle, may
change in the other, the state must be represented with diﬀerent constructors in each
part of the cycle. Denote the part of the state with the metrics-objects by sd ; this is
the part that is exclusively subject to deterministic computation. Denote the part
with the node-objects by snd ; this is the part that is subject to nondeterministic
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computation. During the concurrent step the state is represented as sd :: snd,
op _::_ : Configuration Configuration -> Configuration
[ctor frozen (1) strat (2 0) ] .
where the operator :: precludes rewriting with rules in sd. In the rest of the
cycle, no part of the state may be rewritten with rewrite rules, but all of it may be
rewritten with equations.
op _:::_ : Configuration Configuration -> Configuration
[ctor frozen (1 2)] .
In this part of the cycle the state is represented by sd ::: snd.
The second principle can be applied again, this time to add structure to snd to
further improve the eﬃciency of executing the speciﬁcation. In any state, snd can
always be partitioned into a subconﬁguration sen in which every object or message
is in some substate that enables a transition, and a subconﬁguration snen in which
no object or message is in such a substate. So snd can be represented by snen #| sen ,
where the operator #| allows no rewrites on snen , and rewrites of both kinds on
sen . Such an optimization may be applied once during each cycle: to the state in
which no enabled transition is concurrent with one already taken, that is, before
the concurrent step.
With this optimization the cycle takes the following form:
• optimize sd ::: snd
• take the concurrent step on sd :: snd
• observe on sd ::: snd
It deﬁnes a versatile representation of the state of the model of the sensor network
that adapts eﬃcient execution and monitoring to the current concurrent step.
Time is a signiﬁcant parameter for a sensor network, since its scarce energy
resource limits its lifetime, but it also serves as a device to deﬁne a concurrent step
and implement the cycle of rewrites. In a timed speciﬁcation each transition is
taken at a given time. So a concurrent step is the execution of all transitions that
are taken at the same time, and the cycle of rewrites becomes:
• optimize sd ::: snd at time t
• execute all transitions taken on sd :: snd at time t
• observe sd ::: snd at time t
• advance time
It is a framework for a timed speciﬁcation of a sensor network.
This framework is deﬁned in Real-Time Maude by specializing and exploiting the
scheme that O¨lveczky and Meseguer introduced to model time for complex systems
[11][9] (see page 4). Only the last step of the cycle advances time. It is deﬁned
by specializing the scheme to constrain the size of the state space. The remaining,
instantaneous steps of the cycle are deﬁned by manipulating the deﬁnition of mte
and the representation of the state.
The state that gets transformed by the advance of time is the ﬁnal state of the
third step of the cycle. So the tick rule is deﬁned for a state as represented in that
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deterministic step. The scheme of O¨lveczky and Meseguer describes the advance
of time in terms of function mte, which gives the maximum elapse of time possible
that satisﬁes time constraints; and function delta, which describes the eﬀect of
that advance on the state of the system. To minimize the number of states, the
maximum allowed for the elapse of time is prescribed to be also the minimum. This
is one of the strategies Real-Time Maude oﬀers for nondeterministic models of time.
Here time advances in the same eager way, but in a deterministic model of time:
crl {t} −→ {delta(t, mte(t))} in time mte(t) if mte(t) :: Time .
Both mte and delta distribute over the structure of the state, as represented in
deterministic steps of the cycle.
mte(sd ::: snd) = mte(snd)
delta(sd ::: snd) = delta(sd) ::: delta(snd)
The tick rule for the cycle of rewrites is deﬁned as follows:
crl {sd ::: snd} −→ {delta(sd ::: snd, mte(sd ::: snd))}
in time mte(sd ::: snd)
if mte(sd ::: snd) :: Time .
As long as mte(sd ::: snd) is 0 time will not advance. Neither will it advance if
mte(sd ::: snd) is INF, which means that there is no constraint of the elapse of time.
This rule advances time only if there is some constraint that requires the advance.
The cycle of rewrites can now be deﬁned. The ﬁrst step
{s′d ::: s
′
nd} = {sd :: Optimize(snd)} if mte(snd) = 0
optimizes the state, and prepares it for the nondeterministic step of the cycle. The
function mte is deﬁned so that when all events constrained to take place at the
current time have occurred, mte(snd) becomes positive. Thus, the nondeterministic,
concurrent step of the cycle
{sd :: snd} →
∗ {s′d :: s
′
nd}
continues until mte(s′nd) becomes positive. At this point time may not advance
because, as represented here, the state cannot satisfy the condition of the tick rule.
The observation step of the cycle is deﬁned by the following equation:
{s′d :: s
′
nd} = {Observe(sd ::: snd)} if mte(snd) > 0
which observes the state, and prepares it for the tick rule.
Constructed following two obvious principles, which impose a high-level struc-
ture on computations and states, this is a framework for eﬃcient and ﬂexible spec-
iﬁcations of sensor networks.
5 Observations
An object o of class Observation is part of sd. It holds global information about
snd, obtained by “observing” snd through the operation o <- snd. A subclass of
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class FloodingNode | *** others
received-message-at : TimeInf, sent-message : Bool . *** at this time
Fig. 1. FloodingNode attributes associated with metrics.
eq (< M : Metrics | collisions : C, transmissions : K,
have-received : R, latency : INF >)
<- (< N : FloodingNode | clock : T, heard : H,
sent-message : B, received-message-at : T >)
= < M : Metrics | collisions : C + if H > 1 then H else 0 fi,
transmissions : K + if B then 1 else 0 fi, have-received : s R > .
ceq (< M : Metrics | collisions : C, transmissions : K, latency : iT >)
<- (< N : FloodingNode | clock : T, heard : H,
sent-message : B, received-message-at : iT’ >)
= (< M : Metrics | collisions : C + if H > 1 then H else 0 fi,
transmissions : K + if B then 1 else 0 fi >)
if not( iT == INF and T == iT’ ) .
Fig. 2. Observing a FloodingNode.
Observation is used to obtain metrics for the ﬂooding example.
class Observation .
op _<-_ : Object Configuration -> Object .
eq V <- (none).Configuration = V .
ceq V <- (C1 C2) = (V <- C1) <- C2 if C1 =/= none and C2 =/= none .
Note that Observation V contains some previously gathered data. The term
V <- C denotes an Observation object that combines data gathered from
Configuration C with that in V. The conﬁguration C remains unchanged by the
<- operation.
In Maude, an object-oriented system is represented as a multiset of objects and
messages. The “observation” function <- should respect this structure, satisfying
the following conditions.
eq V <- (C1 (C2 C3)) = V <- ((C1 C2) C3) [nonexec] .
eq V <- (C2 C1) = V <- (C1 C2) [nonexec] .
Consider the ﬂooding example. The goal of ﬂooding is that a message sent by
a node be received by all other nodes in the network. It is important to determine
whether this goal is achieved, and furthermore, to obtain metrics of interest. For
this protocol they include latency, or the time it takes to deliver the message to
all nodes; the cumulative number of transmissions this takes; and the number of
collisions that occur while achieving this goal
class Metrics |
clock : Time, done : Bool, collisions : Nat,
transmissions : Nat, all-received : Bool,
have-received : Nat, latency : TimeInf .
subclass Metrics < Observation .
To collect these metrics each FloodingNode is observed, and then it is deter-
mined whether the message reached all. Figure 1 shows attributes of FloodingNode
that support the collection of metrics. Figure 2 deﬁnes the observation function <-
for a FloodingNode, and Figure 3 deﬁnes the operation collect, which is an ex-
ample of Observe in the cycle of rewrites.
6 Lazy Conﬁgurations
Section 4 describes how snd is optimized for eﬃcient execution by partitioning it
into snen #| sen . A lazy conﬁguration is a further optimization in which snen is
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op collected : Object -> Object .
eq collected(< M : Metrics | clock : T, have-received : R, latency : INF >)
= < M : Metrics | done : true, all-received : R == #nodes,
latency : if R == #nodes then T else INF fi > .
eq collected(< M : Metrics | latency : T >) = < M : Metrics | done : true > .
op collect_ : Configuration -> Configuration .
eq collect( (< M : Metrics | done : false > Os) ::: Ns )
= (collected( < M : Metrics | > <- Ns) Os) ::: Ns .
Fig. 3. Collecting metrics from FloodingNodes.
partitioned into two subconﬁgurations guided by a third principle: If a smaller size
of the state suﬃces, have it not larger. The original optimization improves rewriting
performance because the search space is conﬁned to sen instead of sensnen . The
size of the state is eﬀectively reduced for the current concurrent step. In a lazy
conﬁguration the size of the states of the nodes in one of the subconﬁgurations of
snen is actually reduced, at least for the current cycle. In later cycles those nodes
may recover their full-size state and become part of sen . What underlies this further
optimization is the nature of propagation of messages in sensor networks. Though
less general than the original optimization, it should be applicable in modelling
many protocols for sensor networks.
The limited range of communication of wireless nodes means that a message will
get to a distant node by being passed from neighbor to neighbor; a sensor network
is a multihop network. In many protocols, a message sent by one node induces a
propagation of messages. At a given moment diﬀerent nodes may have diﬀerent
levels of engagement in a propagation. Some may be actively involved. Others may
temporarily be bystanders, but soon will be participating again. Still others may
be far removed from the propagation, entirely uninvolved.
The running example illustrates this. A node that is actively involved is in sen ,
which means that either it has a nonempty queue of messages with a message ready
to be sent at the current time, or is a neighbor of such a node. There are diﬀerences
among the remaining nodes. Some have nonempty message queues, but no message
ready to transmit. They are waiting to transmit later. Others have empty queues.
These are the ones that are at least temporarily entirely uninvolved.
It may be appropriate to model nodes so that a node fully engaged in the activity
of the network has a larger state than that of a node far removed from the current
activity. The state of one of the latter nodes for the running example illustrates
this point.
< node(28) : CB-FloodingNode |
clock : 22,
neighbors : 8 U 29,
received-message-at : INF,
received : 0,
messages : emptyMessageQueue,
heard : 0,
sent-message : false >
The last three attributes are associated with activity. The empty message queue
indicates that this node is not scheduled to send messages neither now nor soon.
Attribute heard keeps track of messages heard. Only neighbors of transmitting
nodes have a positive value for this attribute. Attribute sent-message indicates
whether the node sent a message at the current time. For all nodes far removed
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from a propagation these three attributes have the same values. These are attributes
whose values are more transient than the previous three. Following the advice of
the third principle, the state of this node is represented by this smaller state:
< node(28) : DormantCB-FloodingNode |
neighbors : 8 U 29,
received-message-at : INF,
received : 0 >
Time also becomes superﬂuous when the node is far removed from any activity.
Should a propagation reach it, the larger state is restored, with the value of time
that the rest of the active nodes currently have.
A lazy conﬁguration may represent snd whenever the model of the protocol dis-
tinguishes levels of inactivity. It consists of two inactive conﬁgurations — a “wait-
ing” and an “active” one — and sen , the “active” conﬁguration. The constructor
for the lazy conﬁguration
op _#|_|#_ : Configuration Configuration Configuration
-> Configuration [ctor strat (2 0) frozen (1 3)] .
allows rewrites only in its second argument, the active conﬁguration.
A lazy conﬁguration must be reestablished at each cycle. The transformation
begin with the tick rule.
eq mte(Cw #| Ca |# Cd) = mte(Cw Ca) .
eq delta(Cw #| Ca |# Cd, T)
= none #| delta(deactivate(Cw Ca), T) |# Cd .
The deactivate operation identiﬁes the part of the conﬁguration that would be
likely to become dormant. For the rest of the conﬁguration, deactivate acts as the
identity function. In the ﬂooding example, deactivate identiﬁes nodes with empty
messages queues as the candidates. When the tick rule is taken, the waiting times
of the messages in the queues are updated, and a new set of enabled transitions
is determined by nodes with messages ready to be transmitted. At this point, in
the ﬁrst step of a new cycle, the conﬁguration is repartitioned. Whether a node
remains dormant, or is “awakened” depends on whether one of its neighbors is
ready to transmit. More generally, the Optimize function completes the repartition
according to the interpretation of waiting, active and dormant.
7 Shrinkable Conﬁgurations
In some protocols, or phases of protocols, at some point the participation of a node
ends. Guided by the third principle — If a smaller size of the state suﬃces, have
it not larger. — those nodes might be removed from the representation of the
state. For example, this might be reasonable when a node fails. In the ﬂooding
example it becomes possible when CB-FloodingNodes (page 6) have retransmitted
the maximum allowed number of times.
At each cycle there may be new nodes to be removed. This transformation of
the state begins with the tick rule. A vanish function identiﬁes the part of the
state to be removed. Then the advance of time is deﬁned as follows:
eq delta( (OCw #| OCa |# OCd), T )
= none #| delta(deactivate( vanish(OCw OCa)), T) |# OCd .
eq mte(vanish(O)) = INF .
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eq delta(deactivate(vanish(O)), T) = vanish(O) .
8 Experiments
The speciﬁcation of ﬂooding for CB-FloodingNodes (page 6) has as parameters the
number of nodes in the network, #nodes; and the maximum number of times a node
may retransmit, #received-limit. A few conﬁgurations were studied to reveal
whether the message would reach all nodes, what value of #received-limit this
would require, and what the associated metrics were. For the smallest conﬁgurations
the three diﬀerent representations for snd were used: ordinary conﬁgurations, lazy
conﬁgurations and shrinkable conﬁgurations. For larger ones, only the shrinkable
conﬁgurations were used. To help determine the eﬃcacy of the techniques, when
lazy or shrinkable conﬁgurations were used, the Metrics objects tracked how many
nodes were active at each tick. A Metrics object was generated at each tick,
reporting the metrics until then. This was the most informative part of the state.
The timed rewrite (trew) and untimed model checking commands of Real-Time
Maude were used [8]. The timed rewriting of some initial conﬁguration may have one
of three results: the Metrics objects reveal that the message reached all nodes, what
the associated metrics (and any meta-metrics) were; the Metrics objects reveal that
the message has not reached all, but an examination of the node conﬁguration shows
it may still be possible; and, lastly, Metrics objects and node conﬁguration show
the message will not reach all. In the second case the computation is resumed; the
ﬁnal state of the previous try becomes the conﬁguration to be rewritten for some
speciﬁed time. In the last case the limit of retransmissions is incremented.
If the timed rewriting showed the message reached all, the latency l, and
associated metrics — transmissions t and collisions c — the following untimed
model checking command was used to check that all computations with initial
state init satisfy the linear temporal logic formula <> all-received-by l w t
transmissions-& c collisions [10] [8].
(mc init
|=u <> all-received-by l w t transmissions-& c collisions .) where
op all-received-by_w_transmissions-&_collisions
: Time Nat Nat -> Prop [ctor] .
eq {(OC < mets : Metrics | done : true, clock : T’,latency : T’,
transmissions : M’, collisions : N’ > ) ::: C }
|= all-received-by T w M transmissions-& N collisions
= T’ <= T and-then (M’ <= M and-then N’ <= N) .
Counterexamples provide new triples to try.
The following tables show some results. The table on the left gives the results
of four simulations: the latency l, and number of transmissions t and collisions c,
for conﬁgurations with n nodes, and retransmission limit rL. The table on the
right shows the eﬀectiveness of the techniques: the cpu time for the simulation, and
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average number of active nodes.
k n rL l t c
c1 20 2 32 26 10
c2 30 2 43 45 14
c3 30 3 43 61 22
c4 40 3 53 97 32
k type cpu time % active
c1 ordinary 1751 sec 100
lazy 134 sec 47
shrinkable 62 sec 43
c2 shrinkable 127 sec 28
The table below gives some model-checking results.
k l t c result type cpu time
c2 32 26 10 true ordinary 97,416 sec
lazy 4,996 sec
shrinkable 1,810 sec
c3 43 70 56 counterex shrinkable 798,076 sec
9 Conclusion
A high-level, modular approach that exploited features of Maude and was guided
by three obvious principles led to the cycle of rewrites, which is a fairly general
framework for the speciﬁcation of sensor networks. It can serve more generally
as a framework for the speciﬁcation of real-time systems. The structure the cycle
imposes — on computations and states — is what jointly achieves eﬃcient execution
and ﬂexible monitoring.
Lazy conﬁgurations and shrinkable conﬁgurations, which are justiﬁed by the
behavior of some protocols, introduce further structure and reduce the size of the
state, yielding further speedups in execution.
The framework presented here only constrains the size of the state space. Future
research will apply the approach that very signiﬁcantlhy improved the eﬃciency of
execution to actually reduce the size of the state space.
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